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We pride ourselves on being at the
forefront of importing quality
artisanal and gastronomic
ingredients from Spain
Time flies and next year sees Mevalco
reach a 10-year milestone. Indeed,
it seems a very long time ago that
the company operated out of two
refrigerated containers in the middle of
a field on the outskirts of Cheltenham,
selling the produce at the Stroud
farmer’s market. We are proud to now
consider ourselves an established part of
the South West’s vibrant food landscape.

As you can see in the next few pages
we have introduced a new range of
inexpensive alternatives to boost our
portfolio and also your menu. The products
in our range reflect quality Spanish
gastronomy rather than more mass-market
Spanish produce. It is a principal that sets
us apart and one we hope you appreciate.
We pride ourselves on being at the
forefront of importing quality artisanal and
gastronomic ingredients from Spain into
all types of restaurants here, showcasing
produce from our homeland that doesn’t
just feature on the best tapas menus,
but that enhances your customers dining
experience and helps chefs create dishes
right across menus, from starters and main
courses, to small plates, sharing dishes
and desserts.

Toranda Beach,
Asturias.
4
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As ever we remain committed to
contributing to a positive and thriving food
culture in the South West, Cotswolds,
Midlands and Wales. Our loyalty to using
produce from some of Spain’s more rural
communities, gives clear and continued
commercial support to some of the most
sparsely populated regions of inland and
mountainous Spain.
Once again, a great big thank you from us
and also on behalf of our producers.

This is a food community
we are proud to be a part of.

HOME OF
EXCEPTIONAL
SPANISH
INGREDIENTS
© MEVALCO FINE FOODS FROM SPAIN - BRISTOL-
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Bar Balbino,
Sanlúcar de Barrameda (Cádiz).

Arbequina Olives.
Olvera (Cádiz).

PRODUCTS
EMBEDDED
IN SPANISH
GASTRONOMIC
HERITAGE
6
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FRESH
MEATS
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FR E S H M EATS
Suckling Piglet

Ibérico Pork
Bellota
Secreto

Ibérico Pork
Bellota
Abanico

Ibérico Pork
Bellota
Tenderloin

Ibérico Pork
Bellota
PRESA

Duroc Pork
Ribs

Duroc Pork
Belly

8
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Mature Beef
Rack Loin

Ibérico Pork
Bellota
Pluma

Wild Boar
Boneless
Shoulder

Pyrenean Agnei
Ibérico
Boneless Leg

Pyrenean Agnei
Ibérico
Cutlets

Rubia Gallega
Chuletón

Pyrenean Ternasco
Shoulder

Ibérico Pork
Bellota
Cheeks

Mature Beef
Onglet
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This drawing shows
the different cuts of Ibérico Pork.

10
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ib Éri co p o rk
ACORN FED (BELLOTA)
Ibérico pork is unique to the Iberian Peninsula.
This type of pork features a meat with a characteristic
dark red colour and high levels of fat marbling, setting
it apart from any other pork meat, in terms of flavour,
texture and succulence.
Ibérico pork has a much higher percentage of monounsaturated acids, so its fat
is much healthier than in other animals.
Some experts describe this meat as “An
olive tree with legs”.
These properties are much more accentuated if the animals are free range and
eat acorns, as is the case with the meat
we offer you. Furthermore all our cuts
come from “Bellota” grade animals - 75%
pure ibérico, and only one grandmother is
not ibérico pure breed.
These animals eat grass and acorns between September and beginning of March,
hence they only can be slaugh- tered in
January, February and the beginning of
March.This is why these cuts are only
available frozen, which allows the meat to
be served pink.
Our ibérico bellota comes from the southern region of Los Pedroches, Córdoba,
Andalucía, which is considered the
densest and best preserved oak meadow

(Dehesa) in the world. In this environment the pigs live in complete freedom
naturally feeding on grass and different
types of oak acorns, which have high
natural sugar content that gives the
meat its characteristic taste.

All our ibérico
acorn fed meat
comes frozen in packs
between 900 and 1.2kg.
NOTE: If you are interested in meat
from CEBO grade animals with a lower
percentage of Ibérico pure breed and
that have been raised indoors and fed
with grain instead of acorns, we can
source it at lower prices. Minimum
orders will apply. Please contact our
sales team.

EXCEPTIONAL
FLAVOUR FROM
HAppy pigs
CHEEKS

FIB10070

ABANICO (bavette)

FIB10010

Tasty morsels from the pig’s head that require long, slow cooking.
Incredibly flavoursome and meltingly tender.

Very tender meat from the ribs with fat marbling,
ideal for plancha, BBQ or pan frying.

SECRETO

FIB10080

TENDERLOIN

FIB10030

PLUMA (feather)

FIB10060

PRESA

FIB10090

A true delicacy. Fantastically tender and highly prized shoulder cut,
dark and delicious meat with a long grain & dense creamy white fat
marbling. For plancha, BBQ or pan frying.

The most tender of cuts with exceptional texture and flavour,
cuts like incredible fillet steak and is best roasted, fried or
grilled to medium rare.

A feather shaped cut from the loin that stands out for its tenderness,
juiciness and flavour. Ideal for grilling or cooking over a griddle.

This fantastic cut from the loin next to the neck has substantial fat
marbling resulting in succulent and juicy meat. Ideal grilled, BBQ,
roasted - both in fillets or the whole piece.
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DUROC PORK
The quality of the Duroc pork breed is excellent:
it is very lean with a high degree of marbling, and
this is why our Duroc range cuts are so juicy and tender.
Our supplier in the Slow Food city of Rubielos de Mora
(Teruel) consistently produces high quality meat with
fantastic flavour.
The complete process is made in house: from the breeding and
free range rearing of piglets fed exclusively with cereals in this
mountainous area in Teruel, to their humane slaughter in the
small family owned abattoir.

pork BELLY

2KG

DUROC1002

Excellent flavour and tenderness, perfect for slow cooking, both
braised and oven roasted. Can also be smoked, grilled, sautéed,
or deep fried. 2 kg

partially deboned
SHOULDER 4-5KG

DUROC1015

Tender, juicy and robust flavour. Best for slow cooking. 4-5 kg

BONELESS SHOULDER 4-5KG

pork BABY RIBS 3-4KG

DUROC1010

pork RIBS 2.5-3KG

DUROC1001
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pork TENDERLOIN 750G

DUROC1005

A flavourful cut ideal for grilling, roasting or stuffing. .

The most tender cut, juicy with rich flavour and a high degree of natural
fat marbling. Ideal for roasting, grilling or plancha. 2 units per pack.

SUCKLING
PIGLET
Roasted suckling piglet (“cochinillo asado”)
is a delicacy seen in the best “asadores”, especially
in Segovia and Salamanca, in the old Castille.
As Cándido (from “Mesón Cándido”) says, the key thing when
cooking suckling pig is to have a fantastic piglet to start with.
Ours are around 4.5 kg, so proper suckling piglets, and come
from a family owned butcher with over 120 years tradition in
the heart of Salamanca. One suckling piglet of this size feeds
6/10 people.

SUCKLING PIGLET 4-5 KG.

Meaty, great for roasting or BBQ. 4 units per
pack.

12

DUROC1004

DUROC1003

Tender, juicy. Slow cooking, also great for pincho
moruno or skewers. 1 unit per pack.

Very meaty, perfect for roasting or BBQ. 2 units per
pack.

pork LOIN 1-1.5KG

FIB10191

A true delicacy - Deliciously flavoured, succulent and
incredibly tender to the point of melt in the mouth, with delicate,
crisp crackling. Guaranteed to wow roasted, grilled, sautéed or to
make an amazing porchetta.

NOTE: We supply these ranges frozen to ensure transport
does not affect its quality. We held limited stock so if you
are considering to have it in your menu, please contact
our sales team two weeks in advance, just in case.

Wild Boar
Wild Boar meat is much leaner than pork and has
an intense nutty, rich flavour that is unique. Ours is
genuinely hunted wild boar (Sus scrofa) from free
roaming populations in remote areas in the North of
Extremadura, South of Castilla-Leon (specially the
Gredos mountains).
Spanish hunting season lasts from October to March.
They are authentic wild boar, not feral Australian wild
pork or mixed farmed animals.
The wild boar population in Spain is very healthy, and is
even becoming a problem in some areas. In our opinion this
is another great example of sustainability and tradition going
hand to hand. They are hunted around El Gordo, which
is where the meat cutting plant is. These areas are very
scarcely populated, and land is poor, so the most frequent
use of land is cereals, but fields usually are left one year
every three or five to “rest”, so wild animals have plenty of
food. In fact these areas support a huge amount of large
herbivores, which in turn support wild wolves (Spain has the
largest population of wild wolves in Europe).
Our guys send refrigerated vans to the hunting parties,
collect the carcasses, which have been partially gutted and
checked on site by a vet. Then the carcasses go through
further thorough inspection by a team of official vets on the
premises.
So this is not only totally sustainable meat (nobody does
anything special to feed these animals!), but it is also free
of preservatives, and helps to add value and create jobs in
some of the most isolated and rural areas in Europe. And as
lean meat it is healthy as well. We recommend to marinade
it for 48 hours with your wine or choice of spirit and herbs
before cooking.

intense, nuttY
& rich flavour
Shoulder bone in 3-5KG

GAME10140

LEG BONE IN OVER 5 KG

GAME10120

BONELESS And Shank off
shoulder 2-5KG

GAME10160

Lean game meat with a sweet, nutty and intense flavour.
Amazing for roasting and slow cooking.

Same as above, but in a larger size.

Lean game meat with a sweet, nutty and intense flavour.
Great for roasting, charcuterie, pasta sauces,
stews and goulash
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MATURE BEEF

OVER 8 YEARS OLD
Renowned for superb fat marbling and flavour of great
depth, complexity and length, this elderly beef from
Northern Spain which is served in the best Basque
asadores and cider houses, has made a huge impact
in top British restaurants, and has become a must
have item on menus.
We bring two different categories of such beef,
all of them of at least 8 years old:

Assorted heritage Spanish breeds

Avileña, Asturiana de la Montaña, Asturiana de los Valles,
Pirenaica, Sayaguesa, Tudanca...

Rubia gallega

Breed famous for the marbling of its meat.
We work with Vacum, who selects animals through Northern
Spain. Some of the animals come from their own finca in
León. Many of these animals spend Spring and Summer free
roaming and exercising.
On a weekly basis they select the best animals, bearing
in mind age, races, diet and sustainable husbandry, which
leads to high marbling, and deep flavour. Our Rubia Gallega
and Spanish Heritage Breeds are reared free range in the
North West provinces of León, Lugo and Asturias. Our meats
come from livestock over 8 years´ old. The meat is almost
maroon in colour and has bright yellow fat.

A MUST HAVE ITEM
ON MEAT MENUS

Onglet/Hanger Steak 2KG
(HERITAGE Mature SPANISH BREEDS)

Lean with amazing flavour and texture. Best marinated and grilled or pan seared and served rare or medium rare and sliced
against the grain before serving, to maximise tenderness.

Bavette 2KG
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FM10120

(HERITAGE Mature SPANISH BREEDS)
Flap Steak. Really tasty steak. Best grilled or pan-seared and
served rare or medium rare and sliced against the grain
before serving, to maximise tenderness.

RUMP 5KG

FM10160

(HERITAGE Mature SPANISH BREEDS)
Whole joint.

CÔTE DE BOEUF 4KG

FM10170

(HERITAGE Mature SPANISH BREEDS)
From the rib end of the back, juicy and full flavoured. 4kg.

RIB EYE 4KG

(HERITAGE Mature SPANISH BREEDS)
Our favourite steak.
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FM10100

FM10180

TXULETÓN

Heritage Spanish Breed,
Loin with Bone.

The traditional cut to appreciate this meat is Txuletón, as this cut is called in the Basque Country, a
thick rib-in loin steak.
We offer:

the WHOLE LOIN WITH BONE
in two halves of approximate 7 kg each for you to butcher or

1 kg TXULETÓN
already cut, in packs of two steaks.

You can choose between
selected Heritage Spanish Breeds
or Rubia Gallega.
Marbling and especially the flavour and colour of the fat
are the highlight of these meats. Even though they are
tender, tenderness is not the quality they are more sought
after for, but the intensity of its flavour.
All prime cuts have been dry aged for two weeks. Please
ask our sales team if you would like longer dry aging.
For the first orders we need to know requirements at the
beginning of previous week. Then we will manage your
stock until further notice.

FOLLOW
THE CRAZE
FOR OLD COW

Rubia Gallega,
Txuletón.

Ibérico Pork Presa.

Agnei Ibérico
Short Ribs.

Ibérico pigs, Los Pedroches
Dehesa,

Ibérico PorkTenderloin.

PY RE N E A N L AMB

“TERNASCO” AND “AGNEI IBÉRICO” TYPES
We are proud of working with the “Pastor” cooperative group,
the largest sheep breeders/shepherds cooperative in Europe,
with over 1000 members and 500,000 lambs, which helps to
keep this millennia tradition alive and profitable in over 400
villages of the Aragon region. We work with two distinctive types
of lambs: Ternasco de Aragón and Agnei Ibérico.

Ternasco de Aragón

Agnei ibérico

These incredible lambs are around
three months of age (8 to 12.5 kg
carcases) from traditional Aragón
breeds (Ojinegra de Teruel, Roya
Bilbilitana and Rasa Aragonesa),
and are fed with milk and natural
cereals - especially corn and high
oleic sunflower seeds (which grow
abundantly in this region).

Rasa Aragonesa lambs, of 6 months of
age are superior quality lambs from a
breed that has been native to the Spanish
region of Aragón for over a thousand
years. They are fed with milk, grass and
natural cereals, with a high percentage
of oleic oil rich sunflower seeds, at the
foot of the Pyrenees, reared in a relaxing,
stress-free environment that enhances
their innate qualities. 51% of their fat is
oleic acid, making it one of the healthiest
(and tastiest!) meats available.

The roasted shoulder (“paletilla”) is
one of the highlights of Spanish
gastronomy, and is probably the best
lamb meat in Spain and distinctive of
the Aragón region. Ternasco de Aragón
has pink flesh and soft succulent texture and will make a difference in any
kitchen, and each cut shows an IGP
stamp to certify their regional origin. As
there are more light hours in Spain than
in the rest of Europe, these sheep can
give birth three times in two years, and
therefore these meats are available during the year, not only in Spring. They
are usually central to many Spanish
Christmas tables.

THE BEST
LAMB

IN THE WORLD
(IN OUR OPINION)

Boneless Neck Fillet 1KG

FM10060

Pyrenean AGNEI IBÉRICO lamb

It comes from the deboned neck. It has a large amount of
infiltrated fat and it is very rich in gelatine, which makes it
ideal for all types of dishes. Barbecue, grilled, roasted,
braised. 2 pieces per pack.

short ribs (churrasco) 300G

FM10030

Pyrenean AGNEI IBÉRICO lamb

It comes from the ribs. Roasted, grilled, pan-fried, or slow-cook
in the grill. Each piece weight 300g.

SEMI DEBONED SHOULDER 1KG

FM10045

Pyrenean AGNEI IBÉRICO lamb
The ideal cut for roasting, which will show case the special
melting fat of these young lambs.

shoulder 950-1.15KG

FM10000

(paletilla de ternasco de Aragon IGP)
Pyrenean TERNASCO lamb
Pink flesh and soft succulent texture. Roasted. A must try, and
the highlight of Aragon gastronomy. For two people to share.

Boneless Leg 1.1KG

FM10040

Pyrenean AGNEI IBÉRICO lamb

It has a large amount of infiltrated fat which makes it unique since
retains its juiciness and tenderness in any type of cooking. It has
a very balanced taste which makes it ideal for stuffing, stews,
roasted, braised or pan frying.

cutlets without bone 300G

FM10050

Pyrenean AGNEI IBERICO lamb
From the lower end of the rack. Simply stunning.
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Asturiana de los Valles cow
in Somiedo, Asturias.
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COO K I N G

MEATS
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COO K ING M EATS
Mini Morcillas
with Cinammon

Mini Chorizo
Picante

Fresh Chorizo
Sweet / Picante

Creole
Sausages

Morcilla de
Burgos

Smoked Morcillas

Fresh Grilling
Butifarra
Beef tripe
(callos

Chistorra

Lacón

Tocino
Ibérico

Natural
Cured
Panceta

Cooking
Chorizo
Oreado
Chorizo
Without casing
20% Beef

MO R CI LLA

Morcilla de Burgos. Sobrasada & Honey. Cecina
& Goat Cheese.

There are many regional variations of black
pudding, almost one for every rural household!
So we’ve brought you a few of our absolute
favourites, each with its own unique characteristics.

Morcilla de Burgos 330G UNIT

ESC10010

with rice
From Castille and Leon, it is unique and famous throughout Spain.
Ours has a characteristic cumin flavour (showing a Moorish influence), and the inclusion of rice means it can be grilled or fried
resulting in crisp exterior and soft middle.

Mini Morcillas 1KG BAG

ESC10020

with cinammon
Our mini-morcillas from Teruel (Aragon) are a soft variety with a rich
sweet cinnamon and onion taste, and they plump beautifully when
you heat them, giving a delicate soft texture that is amazing alone
or as part of a dish.

Smoked Morcilla 600G

ESC10020A

(asturiana)
This one is produced by a very young couple who are putting a lot
of passion and prime ingredients into this age old traditional recipe.
It is rich and deeply flavoured, slightly smoked in the Sierra del
Aramo and brings incredible depth of flavour to many dishes. We
may freeze them to allow freshness.

Cured IbÉrico Morcilla 500G

IB10110

This Andalusian black pudding from acorn fed pigs has a longer
cure time and is firm. It can be sliced thinly and eaten as part
of a cured meat platter, or its amazing flavour can be used to
enrich any dish.

22
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COOKING CHORIZO
Cooking chorizo is a staple ingredient in British restaurants these days with varying qualities available,
and that’s why we choose our chorizos very carefully.

Fresh Chorizo Sweet 2KG

ESC10081

Teruel

Duroc pork. Delicious aroma and paprika flavour. Sweet flavour.
Natural casing.

Fresh Chorizo Picante 2KG

ESC10083

Teruel
Duroc pork. Delicious aroma and paprika flavour with cayenne pepper
added to give its spicy flavour. Natural casing.

Cooking Chorizo “Oreado”

ESC10080
ESC10090

LA RIOJA
Preservatives free. This chorizo is an intermediate chorizo between
fresh and dried. Ideal to use in any dish. Great all-rounder chorizo for grilling, frying, chorizo in wine or cider sauce or stews. Avalaible
in 3 Kg bags with modified atmosphere or in a retail presentation of
200gr.

Mini Chorizo Picante 2-3KG

ESC10082

Teruel
Duroc pork. Small burgers ready to grill. Preorder for
fresh. Frozen otherwise. 24 units per tray.

Chorizo without casing 1KG

ESC10110

(20% Beef) - Picadillo. ASTURIAS
Preservatives free. Minced pork with 20% beef mixed with paprika
and garlic, infused for several days. The beef gives a much more
mellow flavour and texture. Traditionally this has been served as a
peasant’s breakfast (a truly excellent way of kicking off the day!!) or
supper on top of fried corn bread and fried eggs. Ideal for stuffing
pastries, potatoes or anything your creativity allows. Or use to smear
on bread or to enliven or garnish your dishes.
Preorder for fresh. Frozen otherwise.

Chistorra 3KG

Teruel
Duroc pork. Ideal mini chorizos for barbecues with an
intense paprika flavour. Natural casing.

Chorizo burgers 1KG

Cooking Chorizo
“Oreado”.

ESC10021

NAVARRA
Thin cooking chorizo. Our favourite breakfast sausage.
ESC10084

Smoked chorizo 750G/1KG

ESC10020A

asturiaS
Lightly naturally smoked in Sierra del Aramo, made with prime cuts
and top ingredients. We recommend this chorizo for casseroles to
infuse its deep rich flavour to fabada (bean stew), greens, cabbage
or chickpeas stew- or just add to any slow cooked dish.
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O T H ER
CO O K I NG MEATS

Lacon SLICES 600G

ESC1055

(salted ham)

Traditional Galician salted shoulder pork ham, ready sliced.
Key ingredient in many traditional stews such as Fabada Asuriana, or
Cocido Montañés (Mountain stew from Cantabria)

Salted Iberian Back Fat 2KG

FIB10200

(Tocino IbÉrico)

Streaky fatty piece, similar to Lardo. It can be consumed in
various forms: fresh, salted, cured; as well as part of various
stews. This is a top notch and adaptable ingredient. Pounded
to a paste it adds incredible richness to cooking.

Marinated Pork Ribs 700G

F R E SH SA U SA GE S
ESC10100

ESC10120

(chorizo criollo)

(Costilla Adobada)

Marinated in paprika and used mainly for traditional bean
and vegetables stews. Bring richness and incredible flavour.
.
PATE100050

IbÉrico Ham Pate 500G

This is a fresh marinated pork sausage, very popular in Argentina and Uruguay that was brought to Asturias by the Indianos
(returning Asturian emigrants). We offer a prime example, with
no preservatives.These sausages are ideal for barbecues, grilling or pan-fried. Try them with “Chimichurri sauce”, irresistible!

This spreadable pate is ready to eat and is a complete
revelation. You can also use it for cooking, smearing onto other
ingredients for instant flavour bursts or melting into dishes.
Contains flakes of Iberico ham!

Fresh grilling Butifarra 3KG

Manchego IbÉrico CREAM 500G

Well seasoned and made with lean meat. They are meaty and
slightly sweet. Fantastic with calçots. Best grilled or pan-fried.

PATE100020

This spreadable pate is ready to eat and is a complete
revelation. You can also use it for cooking, smearing onto other
ingredients for instant flavour bursts or melting into dishes.
Contains cheese.

Natural Cured Panceta 1KG

ESC10022

Lacon Whole Piece 3.8KG

ESC10150

From Duroc pork. Delicate salty flavour. It has a beautiful fresh pink
colour yet is firm when slicing. Fried or add to any casserole or stew, or
use as you would bacon or pancetta.

(salted ham)

Traditional Galician salted shoulder pork ham, perfect
for stews. The traditional Galician dish is called “Lacón
con Grelos”. Pair it with Prieto Picudo or a Toro wine!
24

Creole sausages 1KG
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ESC10060A

(Butifarra Brasa)

Butifarra de Perol 250G

ESC10080F

They are made using slow cooked trotter meat and
spices, so they are quite unique and have a wonderful
melting texture when cooked. They work very well in
stews and casseroles, and are superb fried or grilled to
contrast with seasonal vegetables, notably fresh peas.

Fresh Butifarra 1.5KG
Catalan style.

A specialist fresh sausage stuffed either with grilled
vegetables (Escalivada) or with fresh garlic shoots.
Probably one of the tastiest sausages for grilling.

ESC10024

Fresh Grilling
Butifarra.

Pura Raza is a young company
producing homemade charcuterie
in Sierra del Aramo, Asturias.
Pura Raza started as a butchery. Very quickly the quality of its
products increased demand significantly, so they bravely moved
to larger premises. It is run by a 25 year old husband and wife
team, and we are absolutely thrilled to be bringing their products
into the UK market.
They use only the very best ingredients, following their grandmother’s recipes and putting all their love into everything they
do, as for instance in the tending of the fires to produce a
delicate smokiness.
The products we bring from them are smoked morcilla, smoked
chorizo, smoked lomo (loin, ready to eat), creole sausages, lacón (semi cured ham) or chorizo with 20% beef without casing.

SALGOT is a family owned business operating since 1928
that breeds, slaughters and manufactures in Aiguafreda
(Natural Park of Montseny, Catalunya, Spain) their range

Smoking Lomo and Morcilla.
Pura Raza.

of delicious embutidos (Spanish charcuterie).
We are proud to sell their products since they follow practices
respecting the environment and animal welfare. These delicious
“embotits” come from “happy pigs”! Other products that we
import from them are organic fuet (secallona), butifarra with
truffle (see cured meats section) and llaminets (see bar snacks
section).

TRADITION
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Butterbeans Stew.

Arcos de la Frontera,
Cádiz, Andalucía.

INSPIRATIONAL
TOUCH FOR
STEWS & GRILLS
Butifarra Brasa.

3

CURED
MEATS
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CUR E D M EATS

Duroc Boneless
Ham

Artisan Hoop
Chorizo Picante

Ox Ham

Boneless Iberico
Shoulder

Morcón
Ibérico Bellota

Ibérico
Sobrasada
LLaminets
Mini Salchichón

Fresh Grilling
Butifarra
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Cabecero de Lomo
Teruel

Ibérico
Bellota ham
Los Pedroches

Morcilla
Ibérico Bellota

Salchichón Ibérico
Cebo

Butifarra
Catalana with
Truffle
Lomo
Teruel
Chorizo
Ibérico
Cebo Picante

Chorizo
Vela
Chorizo
Ibérico Bellota

Smoked
Loin

Salchichón
Ibérico Bellota
Organic
Fuet
LLaminets
Mini Chorizo
Lomito
Ibérico Bellota
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CU R E D HA M S
HAM AND CARVING EQUIPMENT

GUIJUELO DOP
SALAMANCA

As a general rule for any cured ham (and in fact for any cured meat),
the more fat it has infiltrated in its muscle (the more marbling) the
longer it can be cured without getting chewy or dry. The longer you
can cure it, the more delicate and complex flavour it develops. The
marbling of the muscle is linked directly to the breed.
The composition of that fat is linked to the breed, but as well to the
amount of exercise the animal does and what it eats.

Rubielos de Mora,
TERUEL DOP

SOLLANA
Dialva, VALENCIA
LOS PEDROCHES DOP
CÓRDOBA
5J JABUGO DOP
HUELVA

TYPES OF PIGS
In Spain we use mainly 4 types of pigs,
and their crosses:
• WHITE PIGS. Very little marbling.
• CELTIC BREEDS. Similar to Gloucester Old
Spot and other UK Heritage breeds. A little bit
more marbling.
• DUROC BREED. Much more marbling.
• IBÉRICO BREED. (or “Pata Negra”, when it
is 100% pure breed). Similar marbling to Duroc,
but the composition of the fat makes it more
similar to vegetables oils than animal fats, so it
melts at lower temperatures.
Healthier fat, and much more flavour.

TYPES Of CURED HAM
• SERRANO HAM
Produced with any of the first three groups of
breed or their crossings.
• IBÉRICO HAM
Produced with Ibérico animals either 100% pure
or crossed with Duroc up to 50%.

30

TYPES OF SERRANO HAM
All across Spain, Serrano hams (ham from
the mountains) are produced, but there are
only two DOP (Denominación de Origen
protegida).
Teruel DOP is one of them. Teruel, located
between Madrid and Barcelona, has a great
climate to naturally dry hams. The animals
must be bred and raised locally, and the pigs
need to be at least 50% Duroc. Hence we
bring most of our Serrano hams from Teruel.

SERRANO HAM CURATION
In terms of how long these hams are cured,
the following terms are usually used:
• BODEGA 10-12 months
• RESERVA 12-15 months
• GRAN RESERVA +15 months
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Types of ibÉrico hams
IBÉRICO BELLOTA 100%. Pure ibérico breed
animals (100%) reared on “montanera” (the
period from October to February when acorns
fall from the oaks), eating acorns for the last
5-6 months of their live. Only these hams come
with a BLACK LABEL and can be called “PATA
NEGRA”.
IBÉRICO BELLOTA. Same process as above but
the animals have been mixed with Duroc. There
are different DOP´s, which allow for different
percentages. The % of ibérico ancestry must be
shown in the label, which in this case must be
RED LABEL
IBÉRICO CEBO DE CAMPO. Outdoor reared
pig, which may have eaten some acorns and
grass, but it has been fattened as well with
cereals. We bring ours from Los Pedroches DOP.
GREEN LABEL.
IBÉRICO CEBO. Indoor, reared on cereals.
Ours come from Guijuelo DOP. WHITE LABEL.

PLEASE ALWAYS KEEP THE LABEL ATTACHED TO
THE LEGS. IT ALLOWS US TO TRACE THE HAM BACK
THROUGH THE ENTIRE CURING PROCESS, IN CASE
The Quality Control Program of Teruel DOP

THERE WERE ANY PROBLEMS, OR FEEDBACK THAT

(Denominación de Origen Protegida) specifies

YOU WANT TO PASS ON TO US AND THE PRODUCERS.

that all the hams come from animals 50% Duroc,
being born and raised in Teruel.
Our ham is made in Rubielos de Mora (Teruel), one of the
only three Slow Cities in Spain. The complete process is
made locally, from the breeding and rearing of piglets exclusively with local cereals, to their humane slaughter, elaboration and natural curing 800 metres above sea level.
We love the fact that Casa Mata is the main employer in
this remote tiny medieval village, helping to retain the young
population in this tough terrain.
This delicious Jamón has a beautiful, bright red colour with
nice fat marbling which is a sign of long, slow curing; a minimum of 14 months and a maximum of 18 months (depending
on the size of the leg). It has a delicate flavour and aroma,
deep but not strong, displaying sweet and savoury tones.
Furthermore we can control quite precisely the curation time
of every single ham, so we can tailor them to your specific
requirements.

From Casa Mata we bring cured lomos,
Cabecero de Lomo (similar to coppa),
fresh chorizos, cinnamon morcilla
and cured chorizo, salchichón
AND our fresh Duroc pork.

An even better method of knowing when a ham is at its best is by
accurately identifying how much weight a ham has lost during the
curing process. Very few producers can get this attention to detail.
This is another reason why we love to work with Casa Mata´s team.

Serrano Ham on the Bone 7-8KG

JS10010

Teruel DOP

14-16 months air-dried cured.

BONELESS Ham Trimmed 4-5KG

JS10050

Teruel DOP

Sliced Serrano Ham 100G

Teruel DOP

ECS10090

Great presentation, ideal for retail.

Sliced Serrano Ham 250G
Teruel DOP

ECS10085

Meat platter & kitchen.

Sliced Serrano shoulder 500G
Teruel DOP

Our favourite for Serrano Ham baguettes.

ECS10080F
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Ibérico Ham on the Bone,
Los Pedroches DOP

Los Pedroches DOP, establishes a minimum of 75% pure
ibérico breed, above most other DOP’s. Los Pedroches
area, in Córdoba, Andalucía, is considered the most
populous and best preserved oak meadow in the world.

From this area, we bring cebo de campo
hams, bellota hams, morcón, chorizo
and salchichón bellota
Belloterra, a young company created by a group of professionals
from all different areas of expertise of the ham world, has won
the best ham of Los Pedroches (“Encina de oro” or “Golden Oak”
awards) in 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012 and again in the last awards in
2015.
The abundance of oak acorn, high in natural sugars, gives the Los
Pedroches ham its characteristic sweet taste.

Ibérico BELLOTA Ham on the Bone 7-8KG

JIB10030

LOS PEDROCHES

Sweet delicious hams. Curing time +36 months.

Ibérico BELLOTA Ham PREMIUM 7-8KG
on the Bone LOS PEDROCHES

JIB10070

From selected batches of selected producers.
A stunning consistently ham, among the best
ones in the world. Curing time + 40 months.

Ibérico CEBO DE CAMPO 8-8.5KG
ON THE BONE ham LOS PEDROCHES

JIB10050

Cebo de Campo means that the animals are free range, but
not fed exclusively on acorn Therefore this is a category which
offers an excellent quality at affordable prices. Curing time 30
months.

Ibérico CEBO boneless Ham 3.5-4.5KG
LOS PEDROCHES

JIB10080

Very good entry Ibérico Ham. Curing time 30 months.

Ibérico BELLOTA boneless ham 3.5-4.5KG
LOS PEDROCHES

Sweet melting in your mouth fat. Curing time + 36 months.
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JIB10125

Guijuelo’s town is located at the South East of Salamanca, in Northern Castile, and is surrounded by
the mountain ranges of Béjar, Francia and Gredos,
making the ideal climate to cure hams and other
meats.This DOP allows 50% of ibérico crosses.

From this area we bring CEBO AND
BELLOTA HAM, chorizo, salchichón cebo
and sobrasada from iberico pigs.
Our producer in the area has created their own
cross of non ibérico pigs, which produces a fantastic
Serrano ham in our customers’ opinion.

Duroc SERRANO Shoulder 4.5-6KG
on the Bone

JS10080

Duroc Serrano Ham on the bone 8-8.5KG

JS10030

A small ham ideal for retail.
Curing time 12 months.

Gran Reserva

Our producer has created their own breed of pigs with over 80%
of Duroc pork (some of the legs even have black feet), producing
a stunning ham. Customers say that this is probably the best
Serrano ham they have tried. We agree with them. Curing time
+15 months.

IBÉRICO CEBO Ham on the Bone 8-8.5KG
Guijuelo

JIB10020

Consistent entry level Ibérico Ham.
Curing time +30 months.

IBÉRICO BELLOTA ham on the bone 8-8.5KG
Guijuelo

JIB10040

Good value Bellota Ibérico Ham.
Curing time +36 months.

DUROC SERRANO BONELESS SHOULDER 2.5-3KG

JS10075

Duroc Serrano BONELESS ham 4-4.5KG

JS10060

Ibérico CEBO boneless ham 4-4.5KG

JIB10110

Trimmed for better yield. Curing time 12 months.

Probably the best Serrano ham.
Great on its own or as part of a meat platter.
Curing time +30 months.

Guijuelo

Consistent entry level Ibérico Ham.
Curing time +30 months.

Ibérico BELLOTA boneless ham 4-4.5KG

JIB10120

Guijuelo

Great value ibérico Bellota Ham.
Curing time +36 months.
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CINCO JOTAS ham

JIB10100

100% Ibérico BELLOTA

6-8 KG

CINCO JOTAS boneless shoulder

JIB10115

100% Ibérico BELLOTA

2.5-3 KG
For decades Cinco Jotas ibérico hams have been
considered the trademark for top quality hams in
the world. This company which was founded in
1879 in Jabugo, Huelva, Andalucía, in the heart of
thousand years old oak woodlands of the Southwest peninsular, only produces hams from 100%
ibérico breed free range animals.
They have standards which go beyond any DOP. Every
pig is allowed 3 hectares of woodland instead of the 1
hectare requested by other producers.

truly one of the Spanish
gastronomic treasures
Hams are cured between
3 and 5 years.
The meat is soft, juicy and unctuous… it melts in your
hands. A taste of acorns, toasted hazelnuts, wet wood
and wild flowers is detected. Some slices from the tip
feature a flavour that takes on a sweeter and fattier
note. The persistence of flavour in the mouth is very
long. The fifth flavour, umami, is present and makes the
taste buds water.
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CINCO JOTAS boneless HAM

JIB10130

100% Ibérico BELLOTA

3.5-4.5 KG

CINCO JOTAS pre-sliced ham 40G

ECS10110

100% Ibérico BELLOTA

Hand carved. A great way to introduce probably the best ham
in the world without incurring in any wastage. Also great back
up for whole ham users. 10X40g.

White pigs hams

from Sollana, Valencia

These are entry level hams, with a deep red colour and cured
for 12 months. We recommend them for baguettes or to cook
with them (croquettes, wrap monkfish, with artichokes…)

boneLESS Serrano Ham Trimmed 3-3.5KG

JS10070

VALENCIA

Sliced Serrano Ham 1KG
VALENCIA

ECS10080

HAM CARVING
EQUIPMENT
Basic Wooden carving stand

ART00200

Beechwood and stainless steel
with rolling disc system

ART00142

Beechwood and stainless steel
360 system - AFINOX

ART00205

Cecinero

ART00210

Carving Ham KNIFE

ART00220

Carving Ham Knife
with Grooves

ART10025

The best ham stand according to the experts.
It allows to move the ham 360º for maximum yield.

This stand allows hand carved cecina and
other boneless cured meats.

It allows to separate the slices from the knife easily.

Professional Ham Carving
Knives with Bag

ART100180

All the equipment you need to carve ham
in a carrier bag.
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CURED CHORIZO
Chorizo Vela NAVARRA 800G

EC10170

Artisan Hoop Chorizo Picante500G

EC10020

Juicy and tender texture. Sweet and subtle rosemary aroma.
Ideal for paninis, bocadillos and sandwiches.

Teruel

Spicy with aroma of hot paprika. Air cured for a minimum of 4 weeks.

Chorizo Vela Picante 750G

EC10060F

Teruel
Same origin as the hoop chorizo, but thicker and cured for an extra
week.This is a fantastic non iberico chorizo. Highly recommended.

Venison Chorizo 220G

EGAME00160

EXTREMADURA

A lightly cured chorizo made with pure wild venison
and 12% pork fat. It has a gamey, earthy flavour enhanced by the
smokiness of the curing process.

Chorizo Ibérico CEBO SALAMANCA 900G

IB10020
IB10170

Chorizo Ibérico BELLOTA 700G

IB10050

Avalaible either sweet or hot. Iberian chorizo from Guijuelo, ready to
be tasted.

ANDALUCÍA

Morcón Ibérico Bellota.

A delicacy made from 100% lean Iberian pork acorn fed, perfectly balanced
between the smokiness of the spice and the sweet and savoury flavours of
the acorn fed pork.

Sliced Chorizo Ibérico cebo 100G

ECS10010

SALAMANCA
It is recommended opening 30 minutes before consumption at a tempered
room temperature. Paprika taste.
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Morcon Ibérico BELLOTA 1KG

IB10040

ANDALUCÍA
A regional variety of chorizo made with 100% Iberian bellota. Made with large
pieces of lean meat and fat for fantastic texture, then slowly cured in natural
cellars resulting in a rich, nutty and intense flavour balanced with delicious
warm smokiness.

LOMO

CURED SALCHICHÓN
Salchichón Teruel 750G

EC10060A

(CURED LOIN)
Cabecero de lomo 800G

EC10110

Teruel

Made exclusively with D.O. Teruel pork meat, mostly flavoursome fore leg
meat, then spiced to achieve a sweetly aromatic and harmonious flavour.
Highly recommended.

From the top fatty part of the loin, similar to the italian Coppa.
A fantastically juicy and flavoursome addition to any cured meat platter.

Salchichón Ibérico CEBO 900G

LOMO 700G

IB10030

SALAMANCA

Teruel

Made of Iberian pigs seasoned according to traditional recipes.

Venison Salchichón 220G

EGAME00180

EC10130

ASTURIAS

Deep flavour and soft texture with no preservatives.
EGAME00190

with fine herbs, EXTREMADURA
Made with the finest wild boar meat this has a delicious gamy and nutty
flavour. No preservatives and low in cholesterol!

Organic Secallona

Natural delicious flavour from flavoursome D.O.
Teruel pork meat with a lightly sweet taste and aroma of paprika.

Smoked Loin 2.2KG

with Peppercorn, EXTREMADURA

Wild Boar Salchichon 220G

EC10100

120G

EC10120

Top quality oak smoked loin which looks, tastes and smells amazing.
Slice thin.

Lomo Ibérico cebo DE campo 500G
ANDALUCÍA
A great lomo, Ibérico in quality but without the price tag of the
Bellota ones.

Lomo Ibérico Bellota 500G

Catalunya
Similar to fuet. Mild flavour, and long aftertaste.

IB10120

IB10010

ANDALUCÍA

ANDALUCÍA

Made from highest quality ingredients and seasoned with natural spices.
Cured for a long period in natural dryers. It is top end charcuterie,
an inimitable product with superb taste and distinction.

Made from the finest quality 100% acorn fed Iberian pork. It is a delicacy with
richly balanced sweet and savoury flavour.

Lomito Ibérico(Cured Bellota Presa) 400G

Salchichón Ibérico BELLOTA 700G

Sliced Salchichón Ibérico CEB100G
ANDALUCÍA

IB10060

ECS10030

It is recommended opening 30 minutes before consumption at a tempered
room temperature. Peppery and Spicy.

IB10100

ANDALUCÍA

Made from fresh presa, a juicy cut heavily marbled with fat, and seasoned
with natural spices. Cured for a long period in natural dryers. Extraordinary
high quality cold meat.

Lomo Ibérico CINCO Jotas 500G

IB10130

ANDALUCÍA
Another level, the 5 Jota brand, one of the oldest and most well-respected in
Spain, produces sublime products.
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View of Sierra Nevada, Granada, Andalucía.

OTHER CURED MEATS
Cured IbéricO Morcilla 550G/UNIT

IB10110

ANDALUCÍA

This is a Spanish delicacy made from Iberian acorn fed pigs.
Can also be eaten uncooked, and adds colour and spiciness to
any cured meat platter.

Butifarra with truffle 800G

EC10090

CATALUNYA

Soft textured sausage. The melanosporum truffle, native of the Osona area,
adds a special perfume, and aroma to perfectly complement and
enhance the other ingredients. Interesting addition to any cured meat platter.

Ox Beef Ham 2KG

EC10150

ASTURIAS

Rump steak, round and the hind shank from aged cows, over 7 years old.
Air dry cured in a cellar for a period of 16-18 months,
oak smoked and deeply flavoured.

Ox Beef Ham Minimum Waste 2KG
CECINA León

EC10140

Even shaped for maximum yield. Made from Spanish Heritage cows
at least 8 yars old. Curing time +18 months.

Sobrasada from Iberico Pigs 1KG

SOBRASA120

SALAMANCA

A special soft and melting spicy sausage made from Acorn fed Ibérico bacon.
Natural seasoning. It is usually spread on hot toast, but it is an incredibly
versatile ingredient. Try drizzled with honey!!

DISCOVER
NEW FLAVOURS
38
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Ibérico Bellota Cured Meat
Selection.

4

FISH &
SHELLFISH
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FISH & SHELLFISH

Carabineros 9

Langostino
de Sanlúcar

Camarones

Puntillitas

Carabineros
30/33

Salt Cod
Thick Loins

Salt Cod
Cheeks

Arbequina
Olives

Boquerones

Mojama
Monkfish
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Carabineros
18/22
Wild
Atlantic
Prawn

Cooked
Octopus
Smoked
Sardines

Gamba
Blanca de
Huelva

White Tuna belly
(Ventresca)

Salt Cod
Belly

Anchovies
Mussels
in hot
sauce

Yellow Fin
Tuna
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OUR SEA FOOD
The Spanish eat more seafood per person than
anybody else in the world, apart from the Japanese.
Fish, octopus and shellfish are the heart of heated
discussions about what is best or freshest.
We bring our fish directly from the Atlantic ports of Vigo,
Gijón, Sanlúcar de Barrameda (Cádiz) and Huelva,
where fishing stocks are under less pressure than in the
Mediterranean.
We talk with and visit our suppliers regularly to ensure
good practices are followed, and to learn when the different species are at their best.
They can be used not only to recreate Spanish recipes
but to enhance British, European, Japanese, South
American or other Asian recipes.

Large Octopus.

MOST OF OUR FISH
HAS BEEN FROZEN ON BOARD

TO ENSURE MAXIMUM
FRESHNESS AND YIELD
Smoked Sardines..
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Boquerones.

boquerones
anchoVIES & sardinEs
RETAIL Boquerones 100G

FPB10010

(pickled white anchovies)

Small fish whose fillets, once cleaned by hand one by one are marinated
in vinegar, water and salt. Its flesh is white and bright and its skin is
plump and succulent. With a fine and smooth taste of vinegar, they can
be consumed directly from the pack, or seasoned with olive oil, garlic and
parsley.

M O JA MA & MUSSE LS
Mojama 450G A/W

FP10020

(Air Dried Tuna Superior Quality)

Salt-cured and air-dried tuna loin fillet, also called “Sea Cured Ham”.
It is fished using traditional methods, and is an exquisite and unique delicacy from the South Coast of Spain. Traditionally served in thin slices
with tomatoes, olive oil, almonds or grated egg, or even use grated to
add rich fish flavours to finished dishes.

Mussels in Hot Pickling Sauce 110G

FP10010

(Mejillones en Escabece Picante)

These mussels make a simple, flavourful tapa straight from the tin
that pairs well with a dry Spanish cava.

WITH

BOQUERONES & ANCHOVIES

Boquerones in Vinegar 950G

FPB10050

(pickled white anchovies)

Large. Our boquerones are large, and we bring them very often.
Therefore their texture is firmer and they are well balanced and
not over vinegary.

Marinated SardineS 700G

FP10220

Sardine loins with shinny skin, meaty and juicy texture, a delicate and
slight vinegar flavour, dressed with the best olive oil, garlic and
parsley.

Smoked Sardines 800G

FP10230

Sardine loins with shinny skin, meaty and juicy texture,
a delicate and slight natural smoke flavouring.
Great addition to salads or toasts.

Anchovies “0” 800G

FPB10110

in Extra Virgin Olive Oil

Large size. These have an elegant and delicious taste with a nice
intense salty and savoury touch. Massively versatile kitchen staple.
Many of our customers have complimented its quality.

SIZE MATTERS !
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SALT COD

TUNA
Ventresca (tuna belly) and tuna fillets in oil are a fine
addition to many salads and toasts.
The tuna has been confitted (cooked at low temperatures)
before preserving it in oil.

Yellow Fin Tuna in Olive Oil 220G

FP10130

Yellow Fin Tuna filets 900G

FP10140

Salads

in SUNFLOWER Oil Tin
Salads.

Yellow fin Tuna belly 111G

FP10250

(VENTRESCA DE ATÚN) in Olive Oil

Salads. The most delicious and sought after part of the tuna,
from some of the best tuna on the market

White Tuna belly 111G

FP10240

(VENTRESCA DE BONITO) in Olive Oil

in SUNFLOWER Oil (Pouch)
Baguettes and fillings.

This is one of the reasons that this incredible and versatile
ingredient has maintained its popularity across Southern Europe
even as the salt preservation of food became less important with
refrigeration.
Simply put it is an extremely versatile and rewarding ingredient,
and in our opinion is a must have for all types of restaurants.
Before it can be eaten, the salt cod must be rehydrated
and desalinated by soaking in cold water for one to three days,
depending on thickness of the cuts, changing the
water two to three times a day. Our belly cuts can be ready to use
in 12 hours. As salt cod increases volume when it rehydrates and
because of its extra flavour it is as well very cost effective.

Salt Cod Belly 2KG

On its own!
The most delicious and sought after part of the tuna,
from some of the best tuna on the market

SKIPJACK Tuna 1KG

Why use salt cod? Because of the increased complexity of
flavour and texture that occurs during the salting process.
It has a chewier texture and milder, almost sweet, yet still
umami fishy taste compared to fresh cod.

FP10090

(Bacalao)

FP10070

Large juicy pieces, skin and bones free. Key ingredient of brandada,
bacalao a bras, bacalao Dorado, bacalao with chickpeas and spinach
stew, tortilla de bacalao, and literally hundreds more!

Salt Cod Thick Loins 2KG

FP10200

(Bacalao)
It has 5 large loins that will swell during the desalting process, allowing 10
large main dishes. With clams this is a key ingredient of many traditional
Spanish and Basque recipes, such as bacalao a la vizcaina, bacalao al
ajo arriero...

Cod cheeks 1KG
(KoKoTXas)

FP10050

Are a little gem, a quite tasty delicacy. They are ideal-bite-sized, boneless
muscles that are very meaty, with incredible texture and are simply
delicious to eat. They add a gel texture to any sauce, as the famous pil-pil
or salsa verde.
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Camarones 1KG

FROFISH 1110

(TINY shrimps)

From Cádiz bay, these little shrimps are famous as the main ingredient of
“Tortillitas de Camarones”, shrimp fritter from the province of Cádiz in Andalucía.

Atlantic wild prawns 2KG/BOX

Available with shell on in three sizes, and peeled in two sizes.
These prawns combine good flavour and firm texture. Pink colour, dense
texture with a sweet buttery lobster like flavour. When cooked they are
bright white.They are extremely good value.

WE lOVE PRAWnS!

SIZES AVAILABLE: 30/40, 20/30 and 10/20 prawns per kg SHELLS ON.
PEELED: Either 10-20 500G or 30-40 5KG

Casablanca Prawns 1KG/BOX

FROFISH 1120

”Alistado”

All our prawns are wild, free of the antibiotics
widespread in the fish and shellfish farming industry.
The flavour is incomparable.

From Casablanca area. Intense flavour, perfect for soups, stews, carpaccios, boiled, grilled, fried or sautéed. 75/80 prawns per kg.

WHite prawns 1KG/BOX

FROFISH 1220

(Gamba Blanca de Huelva)
Wild Atlantic Prawns
and Carabineros.

Caught off the Atlantic coast of Andalucía, from the area of Isla
Cristina. It has a delicate texture and aroma, but is fully
flavoured. Usually boiled for seconds to retain its juiciness and
paired with manzanilla sherry. Try them as well char-grilled
sprinkled with “flor de sal”- coarse sea salt. 80/ 84 prawns per Kg.

Langostino de Sanlúcar 1KG/BOX

FROFISH 1224

In Andalucía they usually say that this is the best prawn in the world...
Caught off the mouth of the Guadalquivir River, by Doñana Natural Park,
by family owned boats, using traditional “Trasmayo” fishing method. Superb
delicate flavour. 35/ 40 prawns per Kg.

Carabineros 1KG/BOX

One of the most coveted prawns worldwide. Distinct red colour,
firm meat similar to lobster, the flavour of their head is to cry for.
They can be used simply grilled or to prepare rice or salad dishes.
SIZES AVAILABLE: 30/33, 18/22 and 9 prawns per kg.
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OTHER SEA PRODUCTS
Our Octopus is caught in an artisanal way in the Dakhla
area of Morocco, and it is considered the best in the world
(probably after the small amounts caught in the shores of
Galicia).
Octopus: the best octopus is caught in winter. This octopus tends
to lose a 30% of their weight when cooked. We only work now
with octopus frozen on board, as the one which comes in trays
usually has been injected with water and loses up to 60% when
cooked.
Please bear in mind this info when comparing prices, and of
course always compare net weights.

Whole octopus

FROFISH1010

clean in a tray
Weighting around 2.1 kg

Whole octopus frozen on board
Our favourite. We offer them in two sizes,

FROFISH1002

2/3 kg and 3/4 kg.

The larger the octopus, the less water it tends to lose through the
cooking process.

Cooked OCTOPUS legs 300G/LEG

FROFISH1022

This tender and juicy legs are perfect for adding to rice, pasta, salads,
salpicón or try “gallega” style.We have them in two sizes, from 1 to 2 kg
octopus and from 2 to 3 kg ones.

We include here a few of our favourite products. Other than the
ones included in this section, we import as well Baby Octopus,
Chipirones, Hake, Atlantic Bonito and other cod cuts (frozen on
board) depending on the season, with different presentations.
Please check availability and prices with our sales team.
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PlanKton Marino Veta la Palma©

250G/BOX

FROFISH1060

Plankton brings the pure essence of the Sea to the Cooking, in a natural
way. A vegan food, no seafood allergens, high nutritious composition and
highly antioxidant.It is produced mimicking the conditions of the natural resource Veta La Palma, a unique bio sustainable site located in the Natural
Park of Doñana, the perfect spot for microalgae development.

CAZÓN (DOGFISH) 6KG/BOX

FROFISH1100

Squid Ink Jar 500G

FROFISH1071

Clean and skinless slices. Firm flesh, abalone-white, mild to sweet
tasting. Marinate and deep-fry or pan-fry, delicious. Due to its high fat
content it can be cooked in a variety of ways while still keeping moist.

Dilute, add to stews, pasta or rice dishes (paella!), sauces and dressings, or cook together with other ingredients. 1g of ink can colour
100g of other ingredients.

Cantabric Monkfish

1KG

FROFISH1240

clean tails
Firm flesh and robust flavour. Perfect for stir-frying, barbecuing and pan-frying

PUNTILLITA 1KG/PACK
(baby squid 3-5 cm)
Fresh and nutty flavour. Best deep-fried. Very user friendly for chefs
with minimal preparation.

FROFISH1030

5

ARTISAN

CHEESES
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A R T I S AN CHEESE S

Cured
Rey Silo

Rey Silo
Valdeón

Mahón

Torta del Cásar

Cured Manchego
with Rosemari

Idiazábal Smoked

Semicured
Manchego

Rey Silo
Massimo

Señorío
de Zuheros

Zamorano

Rey Silo
with Paprika
Mature Organic Goat
Cheese

Cured Manchego

Rey Silo
Cured
with Paprika
Manchego
Cured in olive oil
Cabrales

Pregondón

Creamy
Tunnel
Goat
Cheese

Young
Manchego

CHE E S E S

REY SILO
ASTURIAS

VALDEÓN
IDIAZABAL
PAIS VASCO

PREGONDON

BOFFARD
VALLADOLID

OUR GREAT SPANISH
SELECTION
We are very proud of our cheese range.

CABRALES
DOP

ZAMORANO
CASTILLA Y LEON

MANCHEGO DOP
CASTILLA Y
LA MANCHA

TORTA DEL CASAR
DOP EXTREMADURA

MAHON DOP
BALEARES

We have chosen each cheese with the same love
than the cheesemongers themselves have made it.
Our cheeses come from small, family-owned businesses.
This means that they support local dairies, follow artisanal practices and put huge amounts of care and passion
into creating great and unique products.

SUJAIRA
SEÑORIO DE LOS
ZUHEROS BALANCHARES
ANDALUCíA

Some of our cheeses come directly from the shepherds
(like our Zamorano, Manchegos, Mahón and smoked
Idiazábal). All the others always buy their milk from the
same trusted farmers, except for our Manchego type and
Valdeón, who source their milk from local cooperatives.
As you may know artisanal cheeses vary even within the
same batch. So the people who decide when a cheese
is ready to be released is even more important here than
anywhere else. Some of them have been maturing their
cheeses in the same mountain caves for hundreds of
years while others have state of the art cheeseries to
replicate cheeses which were made in the XIV century.
Some employ mostly women in these rural areas, helping
to support these areas and traditions.

WE PRODUCE TASTING AND INFORMATION NOTES
FOR THE WHOLE RANGE AS A RESOURCE FOR
CHEFS AND CUSTOMERS
A : Animal Rennet / V: Vegetable Rennet. // P: Pasteurized milk / U: Unpasteurized Milk
50
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Torta del Casar

EWE HARD CHEESES
Manchego TYPE, Boffard 3KG

Q10180

Valladolid. This is a mixed cow and sheep cheese, from a larger
cheese maker than the rest of our selection. In fact it has a larger
percentage of cow’s milk than ewe’s milk, hence the price. It is made
from raw milk, and it is a good entry level cheese and extremely
good value.

Manchego DOP 3KG

Q10150

SEMICURED

Q10080

in MANTECA

Cured in Manteca (Jamón lard) for 4-5 months. 100% pure Manchega sheep’s milk. Soft texture, strong flavour and slightly spicy. Long
aftertaste. Gold Medal World Cheese Awards 2010.

Cured Manchego cheese 3KG

Q10090

with ROSEMARY

Balanced with an aromatic smell of fresh rosemary, that isn’t
overpowering. Good flavour profile with a pleasant aftertaste.
4-5 months cured. Bronze Medal World Cheese Awards 2011.

Queso Señorío de Zuheros 2.7KG
Made with raw milk from Merino sheep in Sierra Subbética Natural
Reserve, Zuheros, Andalucía. From one of the oldest and most
committed cheesemakers in Córdoba. 8 months old. The aroma
and taste are intense with a slightly spicy touch.
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Q10020

Unpasteurised milk from Churra and Castilian sheep breeds. Cured
for 11 months. Similar to Manchego cheese in texture, but smoother.
The flavour offers a hint of burnt caramel and the buttery taste of
sheep’s milk, with some intense, but never piquant highlights. This
is a perfectly balanced cheese with a long after taste. Available as
well in 320G

WEDGES

Manchego Cured in Olive oil 3KG

Q10100

Manchego DOP CURED 3KG

Q10170

Cured for 12-14 months. Sharp flavour, slightly spicy.
Long and pleasant aftertaste. This is a truly remarkable cheese.

Gold medal to the Best Cheese of Spain at the prestigious
International Cheese Award (ICA) 2016. Aged for 9 months.

Cured for 2 to 4 months. 100% pure Manchega sheep’s milk.
Balan-ced and good flavour profile. Nutty with a delicious aftertaste.
1st position Manchego Award Expovicaman 2015.
Silver Medal World Cheese Awards 2013.

Cured Manchego cheese 3KG

Zamorano 3KG

Q10120

EWE SOFT, SEMISOFT
AND SMOKED CHEESE
Young Manchego 2.8KG

Q10060

Torta del Casar 700/900G

Q10055

Cured for only 30 days it is fresh and creamy, with a mild and
pleasant flavour, ideal to play around with in the kitchen. Perfect for
salads, deep-fried, or grilled. Try it as a breakfast cheese served
with honey.

Unpasteurised Merino and Entrefina sheep milk. Wild thistle rennet.
Slightly bitter and salty tasting notes. Best enjoyed with the top cut
away, so the inside delicious runny cheese can be scooped out with
a piece of crusty bread or picos (bread sticks). It makes stunning
sauces.

Idiazábal cheese smoked 1.2KG

Made with raw milk from Latxa sheep in the Basque and Navarra
regions of northern Spain by the shepherds, who sell directly to us.
Rich and savoury with slightly dry and pleasantly oily texture. The
traditional characteristic, smoky flavour is the result of being
stored near the fireplaces in mountain shepherd huts.

Q10030

Cows´ countryside in Asturias.

idiazábal Smoked Cheese

ENDLESS
POSSIBILITIES
IN THE KITCHEN
Pepe Bada washing his Cabrales Cheese
at Teyedu Cave.

GOAT CHEESE
GOAT CHEESE “Tunnel” 700-800G

G10040

LOS BALANCHARES
Sierra Subbética Natural Reserve, Zuheros, Córdoba, Andalucía
Made from pasteurised milk, this is a firm young cheese extremely
tasty and versatile, which can be grilled, used in salads or all throughout the kitchen

G10010

Goat Cheese LOS BALANCHARES 3.5KG
in Extra Virgin Olive Oil (45 Units)
Sierra Subbética Natural Reserve, Zuheros, Córdoba, Andalucía.
Flavourful cheese with a delicate finish, infused with fresh species
(bay leaves, black pepper, coriander, savoury, juniper berry).
Pasteurised milk.

SUJAIRA Matured Goat Cheese
organic

G10000

Goat countryside
in Andalucía.

2.5 KG

Sierra Subbética Natural Reserve, Zuheros, Córdoba, Andalucía. Raw
goat’s milk. Cured for a minimum of 3 months. Firm and buttery texture.
The flavour is very pleasant, lightly sour and creamy, along-side the
soft bitterness provided by the vegetable rennet.
G10050

Cuevas de Pregondón 6.5-8 KG

Picos de Europa National Park, Amieva,,Asturias
Blue cheese from raw goat’s milk. It is a hard cheese of above 7 kg,
with a white colour inside and a brown/blue colour outside (from the
caves and from the penicillin that lives in the natural caves where the
cheese is matured). It has a grainy taste with goat lactic back taste with
hints of pasture and flowers, fungus, cellar and toasted nuts. A truly
special and addictive cheese.

Cuevas de Pregondóm
Blue Cheese
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COW CHEESE
Queso Mahón Semicured DOP 2.4 KG

Q10040

Rey Silo 250G

Q10110

Menorca. Aged in a cellar for 3 months. Milky flavour and
aroma. Hints of sun-dried fruit. Buttery texture and colour.

Asturias. Artisan-made traditional lactic cheese. Raw, whole cow’s
milk. Lactic aroma and slight animal notes, with mushroom and
woody notes featuring in the aged cheeses with a pronounced, intense, persistent, and addictive aftertaste. It works very well with honey,
and it has been chosen as the favourite cheese by Can de Fabes for
their breakfast menu.

Rey Silo al pimentón (paprika)250G

Cabrales “Arangas”

Q10130

Artisan-made traditional lactic cheese. Raw, whole cow’s milk. Aroma
of red pepper dominates, accompanied by spicy cayenne pepper
notes. It has a balanced, intense, lactic and buttery flavour. Paul
Bocuse has praised this cheese and uses it regularly on its cheese
boards.

Rey Silo Massimo (Large) 2KG

It has a creamy texture with an intense lactic flavour of fresh butter,
with an aftertaste of spices and roasted hazelnuts. It is the only
cheese in the world of its type in this size, which is a great achievement on its own.

Q10160

BLUE CHEESE
Valdeón Picos DE EUROPA IGP 2.5KG

Q10070

Cabrales DOP “Arangas” 2KG

Q10200

Cabrales DOP “Teyedu” 1.8KG

Q10210

Picos de Europa National Park, Posada de Valdeón,
León, Castilla y León. Hearty blue cheese made from seasonally
blended milk of goats and cows. Carefully wrapped in giant sycamore leaves. Aged for a minimum of 45 days in caves. Aroma of damp
earth, tobacco and vanilla.

Picos de Europa National Park, Tielve, Asturias.
Blend of cow, goat and sheep’s milk. Aged 2-3 months in natural
caves. Blue creamy cheese. Pungent aftertaste.

Picos de Europa National Park, Tielve, Asturias
Raw and whole cow milk. Aged at 1.200m “Teyedu” cave. Intense
aroma of high mountains and humid forests. Very personal experience on the palate. It emphasizes the taste of dairy, the pleasant
burning of the blue mould and a very long and aromatic aftertaste
which punctuates the flavours of onion confit, wild flowers and dry
nuts. Best Spanish Cheese 2013.
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Small apple dessert made with Rey Silo
by Nacho Manzano.

6

OLIVES, NUTS,
SNACKS &
CONFECTIONARY
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OLIVE, NUTS, SNACKS & CONFECTIONARY
Cornicabra
Olives

Verdial Olives

Small Caperberries

Gordal Olives

Baby
Capers
Valencia
Almonds
with Paprika

Fried
Broad Beans

Valencia
Almonds
with Rosemary

Valencia
Fried Almonds
Hot Kikos
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Campesina
Olives

Banderillas

Arbequina
Olives
Baby Gherkins

Carmona Style
mixed Olives

Large Caperberries

Marinated
Olives Cortijo

El Flojo
Olives

Lupin Seeds
Kalamata
Olives

Roasted
Hazelnuts

Pickled
Garlic
Manzanilla
Olives

Fried Yellow
Chick Peas

Sweet pickle

Olive Oil 59
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SINGLE VARIETY

GREEN OLIVES STONE IN
Verdial Olives 2.5KG

AC00150

Arbequina Olives 2.5KG

AC00160

Gordal Olives 60/70 2.5KG

AC10170

Manzanilla Olives 180/200 5KG

AC10100

Bright green colour. Firm flesh.

Small brown & violet hued olives.
Fruity, fresh and almond flavour.

LOSADA
Aceitunas Losada is a family owned business that has
produced table olives in Carmona, Spain, near Seville
for over 50 years.
Losada controls the entire process from hand harvest in their
own olive groves to curing. This is a big difference from most
other olive producers, as usually they are just industries that
cure and pack the olives without any control on the olive
growing and production. This ensures that we have even the
most hard to grow olives available all through the year, even if
there is a bad crop.

EL FLOJO
We found this producer when we were told about the
quality of their olives at a stall in Sanlúcar de Barrameda
(Cádiz) market.
We tracked them down, and we have been working together
ever since. In our opinion their manzanilla olives are the best
ones we have tried, and their “campesina” recipe is stunning
as well.
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Green to yellow colour. Very pulpy, smooth and tender flavour.
Crunchy texture. Neutral brine which results in a balanced salt to
bitterness ratio, so that you can really taste the flesh of the olive.

Green colour. Fleshy texture. Briny anchovy flavour.
Our olive of choice for dry Martini.

SINGLE VARIETY

BLACK OLIVES STONE IN
Cornicabra Olives 2.5KG

AC00140

Natural Kalamata Olives 5KG

AC10200

Beautiful colour range from pale pink to dark purple. Oval-shaped
with a small horn on one side, which gives the name to this variety:
“The goat’s horn “.

Extra Jumbo Olives. Dark purple colour. Smooth and fleshy texture.
Rich and fruity flavour. Marinated in olive oil. This is the only
non-Spanish olive we offer, as we love them.

TRADITIONALLY MARINATED
AND MIXED OLIVES

SINGLE VARIETY

PITTED OLIVES
Cacereña pitted Olives 2KG

AC00170

Manzanilla Pitted Olives 2.2KG

AC10230

Entry level BLACK olives. Commonly used in pizzas.

AC00180

Marinated Olives “Cortijo”2.5KG

AC10110

Green verdial olives. Unpitted. Meaty texture. Delicate flavour of
Mediterranean spices. Traditional Andalusian marinade.

Green verdial olives, crushed and unpitted. Old Andalusian family recipe
for the marinade using as main ingredients: garlic and red pepper.

(180/200)
Green colour. Fleshy texture. Briny anchovy flavour.

Gordal Pitted Olives 2.5KG

Campesina Olives 2.5KG

AC10140

90/100
Green to yellow colour. Very pulpy, smooth and tender flavour. Crunchy
texture. Neutral brine which results in a balanced salt to bitterness ratio,
so that you can really taste the flesh of the olive.

Gordal Pitted Olives 2.5KG
60/70

AC10160

Natural Kalamata Pitted Olives 4.5KG
EXTRA JUMBO

AC10190

Gordal pitted olives picante 2.5KG

AC10165

Mixed Olives, stone in 2.5KG

AC10150

Green to yellow colour. Very pulpy, smooth and tender flavour.
Crunchy texture. Spicy. Neutral brine which results in a balanced salt
to bitterness ratio, so that you can really taste the flesh of the olive.

Carmona style
Wide scope of colours from brown to purple. Mix of different olives
varieties (Gordal , Verdial, Zorzaleña , Cornicabra and Cuquillo).

Same as above. This larger size is ideal for stuffing e.g.
with almonds, garlic cloves, orange, sweet guindilla…

CALCULATING THE COSTS OF OLIVES
olives (stone in) that on average a drained kg contains. The

Pitted Extra Jumbo Olives. Dark purple colour. Smooth and fleshy
texture. Rich and fruity flavour. Marinated in olive oil.

Natural Kalamata OLIVES 5KG
in Halves

Same as above. Better value per kg. Ideal for tapenade, stuffing, bread
and pizza.

Some olives come with a number:This is the number of
smaller the number the larger the olives. In Spain we tend
to use these numbers for the olives which vary more on

AC10210

size: gordal and manzanilla.
Pitted olives jars or tins contain the same number of olives,
than stone in jars or tins of the same volume. But as the pit
has been removed they weigh less. This is important for
retail purposes but not that much for caterers, as you sell
olives by volume rather than weight
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VERMOUTH TIME!
PICKLES

FRIED ALMONDS
& ROASTED HAZELNUTS
Valencia Almond Fried

1KG

SNACKS10018

Valencia Almond Fried 1KG

SNACKS10003

Assorted Pickles on a Stick

Valencia Almond Fried 1KG

SNACKS10004

Firm texture. Marinated in vinegar.
The best combination to enjoy an intense flavour of gherkin,
red bell pepper, olive, chilli and baby onion.

Roasted Hazelnuts 1KG

SNACKS10005

Baby capers 600G

ENCU10030

Banderillas 1.2G

ENCU10040

Piquant sour and salty flavour. Brine.

Lupin Seeds (Altramuces) 2.5KG

in Olive Oil

with Rosemary
with Paprika

ENCU10050

This is a great snack: it’s a pulse high in proteins and fibre! Yellowish
colour. Firm texture. Sweet, slightly sour backtaste. Very moreish.

Baby gherkins (PEPINILLOS) 2.5KG

ENCU10060

Large Caperberries 2KG

ENCU10080

Small Caperberries 2KG

ENCU10070

Sweet Pickled Guindilla 1.8KG

ENCU10010

Firm texture. Marinated in vinegar. Anchovy flavoured. For use
throughout the menu.

THE ART OF
THE APERITIVO

Fragrant smell. Strong flavour. Brine.

Fragrant smell. Strong flavour. Brine.

Chilis in Olive Oil
Whole chili pepper with an intense and genuine flavour. Firm texture.
Sweet and slightly sour flavour. Marinated in EVOO.

Pickled Garlic Cloves 2.5KG

ENCU10020

Firm texture. Marinated in EVOO and vinegar.
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Valencia Almond
with Rosemary.

OTHER GREAT BAR
SNACKS
Fried Yellow Chickpeas 1KG

SNACKS10015

Peanuts Fried and Salted 1KG

SNACKS10009

Fried Broad Beans 1KG

SNACKS10002

Hot Snacks Mix 1KG

SNACKS10006

Kikos Large 1KG

SNACKS10012

Kikos SPICY1KG

SNACKS10013

Fried Maize Kernels Salted.

Fried Maize Kernels with Paprika.

Sugar coated almonds1KG

CF10210

Llaminets 1.5KG/TRAY

EC10025

(Almendra Garrapiñada)
bite size chorizo

Llaminets 1.5KG/TRAY
bite size Salchichón

*
*

EC10030

(*) They are bite size artisanal chorizo and salchichón that can be served with some
bread sticks as a great bar snack, with virtually no preparation needed. Great aperitif.

SHER R Y
T IME!

Llaminets bite size
salchichón.

RAW AND
CARAMELISED NUTS
Blanched Organic Almonds 10KG

NUTS10014

Walnut (Large Pieces Halves) 1KG

NUTS10013

Caramelised Hazelnuts 1KG

CF10180

Caramelised Almonds 1KG

CF10280

Caramelised Walnuts 1KG

CF10200

Sugar coated almonds (Almendra Garrapiñada)
Sugar coated almonds are popular snacks and are used as
well for serving with coffee. Please don’t confuse them with
our caramelised nuts: these have a very thin layer of sugar
to make then bright, and they are usually used as an
ingredient in desserts.
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DRIED FRUITS, CHEESE
COMPLEMENTS & HONEY
Seasonal figs 1KG

DFRUIT0002

An interesting addition to cheese boards and to use in bakery.
Juicy, intensely sweet and versatile.
Available from September to May

Large Pitted Dates 1KG

DFRUIT10004

Ideal for baking and bakery.
Add them to desserts, salads, couscous, rice dishes
or cheese boards.

Artisanal Membrillo 4KG

RUNNY HONEY 500G/1KG

CF10060

MIEL DE CAÑA 300/920G

CF10110

Our blended honey has a mild sweet flavour. Ideal for cooking,
baking, sauces or enjoy with cheese or yogurt. 100% bee honey. No
added colouring or preservatives.

Sugar Cane MolaSSes

Grown and produced in the Axarquía region in the South of Spain,
where it remains the only molasses factory in Europe.
Our miel de caña is produced following a tradition that goes back
centuries, when the moors were living in this area. It was Columbus
who took the sugarcane to the Caribbean and not the other way
round!! Miel de caña is an extraordinary product due to its healthy
benefits and goes really well in desserts, with acid fruits and frituras.

CF10090

Organic. It pairs magnificently with salty cheeses, especially
Manchego and Zamorano but can also be used for sweet or savoury
recipes. A large block which is perfect for slicing.

Organic Membrillo 320G

CF10100

(Quince Paste)

It pairs magnificently with salty cheeses, especially Manchego and
Zamorano cheese. Can be used for confections, stuffing pastries and
baking.

Fig and Almond Cake 2KG

CF10030

CHOCOLATE COATED FIGS 1KG

CF10020

Excellent for tapas. Enjoy the organic ingredients “Calabacita” dried
figs, orange, lemon peel, cinnamon and almonds. Or slice extra thin
and stuff it with foie gras!

Juicy figs stuffed with dark chocolate soft ganache and coated in dark
chocolate. Seriously addictive. They come in buckets of 1.5kg. Ideal
to use as a compliment to desserts or coffees. Also great for retail.
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Aubergine, Balanchares Goat
Cheese and Miel de Caña.

7

OLIVE OIL

vinegar & spices
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O LIV E O I L

Since Roman times, Spain has been the olive oil supplier of choice for all the
Mediterranean. Nowadays Spain produces 50% of the olive oil in the world.
The greatest revolution in the past two decades in the olive oil industry has been that
Spanish olive oil producers have focused on quality, not just quantity.

about olive oiL

TYpEs OF olive oiL

Olive oil is a juice: the better the olives, and
closer they are to the milling, the better the
quality of the juice.

EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL EVOO
Juice extracted from the olive oils purely by
mechanical means, and with acidity below 0.8%,
a percentage that reflects the time between
harvesting and milling.

The earliest the harvest, the more concentrated the flavours are. But the yield is lower,
hence the prices are higher.
We manage our stock in a way that we bring our
EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL as soon as the new
harvest is available. In December we have new
season stock in all ranges.

OMed Finca. Picual trees.

Light and temperature are enemies of olive oil
quality. All our olive oils are kept in steel tanks
and bottled on order. The higher quality ones
are kept under liquid nitrogen to prevent contact
with oxygen.
Unfiltered olive oil: Straight after harvest unfiltered olive oil displays interesting flavours and
aromas, with a thicker texture and colour. We
recommend experimenting with unfiltered olive
oils soon after harvest in December until Easter.
Bitterness is not considered a fault in olive oil.
Furthermore it is usually linked to better stability and higher quality especially as the year
progress. Saying that, we pride ourselves in
offering very balanced olive oils.

Extra Virgin Olive Oil and grated tomato.
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As every fruit, different variety of olives have
different flavours and intensity, which show in
the resulting oil.

VIRGIN OLIVE OIL VOO
As above, but acidity can be above 0.8% and
with stronger, less delicate flavour.
REFINED OLIVE OIL
(Sometimes Refered Only As “Olive Oil”)
The refining process removes colour, odour
and flavour from the olive oil, and leaves behind
a very pure form of olive oil that is tasteless, colourless and odourless and extremely low in free
fatty acids. They are mixed with small percentages of pressed olive oil to add flavour.
POMACE
Is the oil obtained by treating olive pomace
(the leftover paste after the pressing of olives f
or virgin olive oils) with chemical solvents and
physical treatments. Again flavour is added by
mixing it with pressed olive oil.

We only offer Extra Virgin and Virgin Olive
Oil, but not any Refined or Pomace, as they
do not possess the healthy characteristics
and flavours of the Extra Virgin or even
Virgin Olive Oils.

OUR OL IV E OILS

MO LI N O LA CO N DESA
Molino la Condesa is meant to perform for a wide variety of

Our three ranges of olive oil, Omed

applications, and offers an extremely attractive price point

(finishing oils, including yuzu oil and

while still being early harvest with spectacular flavour qualities.

Smoked Olive Oil), Molino la Condesa

Molino is a versatile oil used to finish vegetables, salads, meats

(excellent every day Extra Virgin Olive

and fish. Molino is also a high quality, cost - effective option for

Oils) and Oro de Granada (Virgin Olive

sautéing and poaching.

Oil) come from a family owned company

EVOO 5l

OL10050

EVOO UNFILTERED 5l

OL10151

When we started to work with our friends Juan and Paula, nearly 7
years ago, they were starting to take over the business from their
father. Working with the best worldwide experts in olive oil from
Granada University and with a contagious passion for the land and
the olive trees and attention to detail they are constantly getting a
stream of awards. For example their Picual olive oil is consistently
chosen as one of the 50 best extra virgin olive oils worldwide.
From the foothills of Sierra Nevada in the Andalusian province of
Granada, in Southern Spain, we are extremely proud of this range.

EVOO 2.5l. Tin.

OL10040

EVOO 750 ml. Glass Bottle.

OL10170

The entire production process is controlled by the family: the
groves, the harvest of the olive trees and the milling. Sustainability
is of foremost importance. They have installed an incinerator that
burns the olive pits, producing 40% of the energy needs at the mill.

own family groves. It is a Virgin Olive Oil obtained directly

located in Ácula, Andalucía, Spain.

As geographical contrast, we bring as well an Arbequina (very
fruity extra virgin olive oil) from the North of Spain, from Navarra.
Martiniega family owned farm is irrigated solely with natural spring
water. Their olive oil is full of aromas and flavours, and has not
bitterness at all. Most of the packaging is done by grassroots local
disabled people NGO´s.

We would like to highlight the rich experience that
you can get from pairing the right food with the right
Extra Virgin Olive Oil. Please contact our sales
team for tasting courses.

Oro de Granada
This oil is produced in the family´s own mill, strictly from their
from olives and solely by mechanical means. Olives have
been harvested later than the ones used for Molino. Chemical
parameters are not too dissimilar to Molino, and they would be
happily labelled as Extra Virgin elsewhere. It is an extremely
good olive oil, which is even better quality than many of
the Extra Virgin Olive Oils available in the market. Stronger
flavour than Molino.
This oil is ideal for general cooking, frying and as part of
salad dressings.

Virgin Olive Oil 5l

OL10010
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O-Med focuses clearly on the excellence of their olive juices
that are considered amongst the best Extra Virgin Olive Oils
worldwide. They will take your salads, aperitifs, carpaccios and
desserts to higher level. Arbequina and Picual Extra Virgin
Olive Oils are produced by olives harvested at the beginning of
October, and processed immediately, the first day of harvest.
Then they are preserved under liquid nitrogen to avoid oxidation
and preserve all their qualities through the year.

PICUAL
Omed Picual Extra Virgin Olive Oil is definitely one of the
best in the world, with many gold medals in 2016. Its aroma
is categorized as medium fruitiness with tomato plant, green
almond and hints of aromatic herbs. The palate gives a
persistent taste of artichoke, and green walnut. The oil is
OMed Finca, Arbequina trees.

balanced with a long peppery finish. Providing outstanding
complexity and layers of flavour to your dish.We suggest pairing
the intense aroma with any tomato dish, sauce or soup. Also
match the robustness with bitter green salads containing rocket

ARBEQUINA

or radicchio. Or use it to finish grilled meats or octopus.

Arbequina variety produces Extra Virgin Olive Oil which has
herbaceous green colour. This olive oil is soft, smooth and
fresh on the palate with a balanced, fruity and sweet fragrances
profile. Aromas of freshly cut grass, green apple and banana.
We recommend using it for finishing fish, salads, vegetables,
and cheeses. With its soft flavour it is great for use on fish, in
baking, desserts and ice cream. Try sautéing to add complexity
without overwhelming delicate dishes.

EVOO 5l

OL10110

EVOO OMED Picual 500 ml Tin. White

OL10090

EVOO OMED Picual 250 ml Tin. White

OL10030

Painted Square Glass Bottle. Limited stock.

Painted Square Glass Bottle. Limited stock.

SPECIALITIES
OL10140

MOLINO LA CONDESA

EVOO OMED 1l. Tin.

OL10130

EVOO OMED

OL10100

EVOO Condado de Martiniega 3l

OL10160

EVOO Condado de Martiniega

OL10105

500ml. White Painted Square Glass bottle.

500ml. Glass bottle.

EVOO OMED Picual 1l Tin.

OMED SMOKED OLIVE OIL

OL10030F

WITH OLIVE PITS 250ml

Silver Painted Square Glass Bottle. The first olive oil smoked with
olive pits. The result is harmonious, with sweet notes, providing
O-Med Smoked oil with a delicate touch of vanilla and caramel. Very
versatile, we love it on beef carpaccio.

O-MED YUZU 250ml

OL10030A

Yellow Painted Square Glass Bottle Beautiful zingy flavour perfectly
balance with the sweetness of the Arbequina Oil. Stimulating aroma
of aromatic herbs. Great addition to ceviches and oriental dishes.
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VINEGARS
Chardonnay Vinegar 2l/ 250ml
Aged for 12 months in French oak barrels.

O-Med vinegars are produced in the Schützenbach method, a traditional method that dates back over 150 years.
It is a slow method that accentuates the aroma and flavour
traces of the vinegar vs. high production levels.

VIC10000
VI10200

Slightly sweet and the liquid has a beautiful clear, golden
presentation. Unique smooth acidity and well-rounded fruity flavour
with noticeable hints of fine oak. Ideal to marinate fish. It is also great
for pickling and on vegetables and salads.

Cabernet Sauvignon VINEGAR 2l /250ml
Aged for 12 months in French oak barrels.

VIC10010
VI10150

Unique smooth acidity and well-rounded red fruity flavour with
noticeable hints of fine oak, with intense deep purple colour. Smooth
and aromatic to excite your taste buds. Perfect for drizzling and
cooking. Perfect on red meat braises, sauce reductions, pickling and
winter salads.

Moscatel Vinegar

2l/ 250ml

VIC10030
VI10210

Made from traditional Mediterranean Moscatel grapes.
It has overtones of honey, peach, and other stone fruits.
Perfect for drizzling and cooking. Perfect to upgrade salads, roasted
vegetables or white meat braises. Also extraordinary if you are
following the new trend of using vinegars in cocktails.

Cider Vinegar 2l/ 250ml

VIC10040
VI10080

Made from Granny Smith and Golden apples varieties picked at
the right ripeness in Northern Spain. Smooth and balanced sweet
vinegar. Combines the best of the aroma of freshly cut apples with
the tartness of a northern Spanish cider. The acidity is smoother than
wine based vinegars with well-balanced sweet notes.
Ideal for marinades, sauces, and pastries. It pairs especially well
with pork and winter vegetable dishes. You can also use this vinegar
to elevate your garden vegetable pickles.
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Our vinegars are very balanced, and not overwhelmed by acidity,
so you can taste the wine and its original qualities to the point
where the vinegars are almost drinkable. You will also notice the
colour of the vinegars, from golden white to intense red rather
than the mottled colours you find from rapid submersion methods.

Our vinegars will make
a positive difference in
any professional kitchen
They really do lend themselves to creativity and experimentation throughout the kitchen, and each can bring out,
or add to, the flavours of such a wide range of recipes. We
think this is one of the ranges that truly should be in the
kitchen of all our customers!

Rose Vinegar 2l / 250ml

VIC10050
VI10060

Cava Vinegar 2l

VIC10060

Made from the Spanish red grape variety Trepat. It has a unique
floral and berry flavour profile. This delicate blend of flavours creates
a vinegar that is smooth and fresh, with bittersweet undertones and
hints of red berries.
Perfect for summer vegetables and salads to pair with rosé wines. Or
use it with seafood, oysters and ceviche.

Made from a blend of grapes: Macabeo, Xarello and Parellada.
The mix produces a dry, delicate and fresh white vinegar that
preserves the fruity bouquet characteristic of the wines used. This
vinegar is especially good with oysters, in salad dressings and fish
marinades.

VIN E GA RS
CR IA DE R A S A N D S O LERA M ETH O D
Solera is a process for aging liquids such as wine, beer,
vinegar, and brandy, by fractional blending in such a way that
the finished product is a mixture of ages, with the average age
gradually increasing as the process continues over many
years. The purpose of this labour intensive process is the
maintenance of a reliable style and quality of the beverage
over time. This process was originated in the Iberian
Peninsula.

Traditional Sherry Vinegar 5l/750ml/250 ml.
Palomina fina grape. 6 months aging process in American oak barrels.
Especially recommended for use in traditional vinaigrette or dressings for
salads, cold soups (gazpacho) or with certain fruits such as strawberries

Salina, Cádiz.

VIC10020
VI10110
VI10100

Aged Sherry Vinegar 500ml

VI10120

Palomina fina grape. 2 years aging process in American oak barrels. The
extra aging process gives this vinegar a mellow brightness with additional
complexity. Especially recommended for use in all types of dressings, cold
soups (gazpacho) or with certain fruits such as strawberries. As well as
being great for marinating and to glaze, or de-glaze, whilst cooking.

Pedro Ximenez Vinegar 2l/250 ml

VIC10070
VI10130

Produced from the sweet Pedro Ximenez grape variety. It is aged for 5
years in American oak barrels. The PX grape is left in the sun to dry giving
a sweet aroma to this special Sherry Vinegar. It is extraordinarily aromatic
and smooth. It perfectly enhances the taste of every dish, including
desserts, and especially for game, duck and red meats.

S EA S A L T
Our Flor de Sal comes from the Southern region of Cádiz
and it is collected using artisanal sustainable methods.
It has a high content in natural minerals like iodine, iron and
calcium and less concentration of sodium chloride due to its
natural harvesting process. It´s less salty, but yet enhances
all dishes, and it is excellent for cooking since it dissolves on
food easily, making it the ultimate finishing salt.

Natural Sea Salt Coarse 1Kg

VI10220

Natural Sea Salt Fine 1 Kg

VI10225

Flor de Sal 0,20 Kg

VI10180

Flor de Sal 1 Kg

VI10190
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PIMEN TÓ N
DE LA V ER A
75/800G

Our smoked paprika comes from carefully selected
peppers, in Jaráiz de la Vera which are dried according
to the traditional La Vera process which is different
from those used in other paprika production areas.
A fire of evergreen oak or oak firewood provides the heat
which is necessary for the perfect dehydration of the peppers.
This slow process takes from ten to fifteen days. Over this
period of time, expert hands turn over the peppers until they
reach the ideal drying point.
This traditional drying system gives La Vera Paprika its three
essential characteristics: aroma, taste, and colour stability.
Finally, the dried peppers are transported to its own traditional
stone mill for grinding and packaging.
We bring two varieties, the sweet variety presents a bright red
colour with an aroma and smoky taste that recalls its traditional
drying process, without any spiciness. The hot variety leaves a
noticeable spiciness on the palate.

Smoking Paprika Peppers.
Jaráiz de la Vera, Extremadura.

Ñora Peppers.

DRI E D PEPPER S
ÑORAS & GUINDIL L AS

Ñora peppers (also known as pimiento choricero) are
round Peppers. Its sweet flesh is used to add flavour to
stews, cocidos soups or rices, and it is the main ingredient of romesco sauce.
Guindilla peppers are always used dry to add a touch of
hotness to any dish.
Both peppers are sold in small packs 70G or on string (used
as well for decoration purposes). We sell Ñora peppers as
well as a paste 135G, ready to be used.
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VEGETABLES
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VE GETABLES

Wild Oregano

Large
White Onions
Selection of
Summer Salad
Tomatoes

Small Courgettes

Pear Tomatos

Pimiento
Morrón

Garlic
Padron Peppers,
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Potimarron
Squash

Lemons
Stripped Aubergines,

Short
Cucumber

Flat Peaches

Blueberries

Peaches

Redcurrants
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Pr eser ved
O r ch ar d
Canned products of all types are enormously popular and many are considered gourmet class.
Spaniards preserve a wide range of products in
cans and glass jars, often using nothing but the
best for this purpose, such as prime vegetables,
pulses and fruits picked from Spain’s excellent

We would love to highlight roasted piquillo peppers for
their flavour and great versatility, or different tomatoes
with an excellent yield as told by our customers and our
purple garlic paste for its quality.

CB10000

Piquillo Peppers JAR 350G

CB10012

Artichoke Hearts Tin 2.5KG

CB10030

Jar. As above, for smaller users.

Fleshy. Deep, soft and subtle flavour. They are ideal to use in
soups, salads, stews, with eggs, ham, pizza...

As above for smaller users.
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Whole Peeled Tomato 2.5KG

CB10070

Top quality, sweet chopped packed in their own juice.

Tomate Frito Tin 2.5KG

CB10060

Delicious pureed tomato sauce with a hint of garlic and onion that
has been cooked in sunflower oil.

Tomate Frito with Olive oil jar 350G

CB10050

White Thick Asparagus 425G

CO10200

Garlic Stalks (Brotes de Ajo) 350G

CO10060

Fresh Purple Garlic Paste 1KG

CO10130

Stunning pureed tomato sauce cooked in olive oil.

Tin. Rich, spicy-sweet flavour more akin to bell peppers than chili
peppers. Served stuffed with morcilla, tuna, cod ,cheese, meat or
seafood as “tapas” or included in soups as well as other dishes.
Fabulous texture and flavour.

Artichoke Hearts JAR 660G

CB10040

Top quality, sweet chopped packed in their own juice..Top quality,
whole, firm tomatoes packed in their own juice.

market gardens and orchards.

Piquillo Peppers TIN 2.5KG

Chopped Tomato 4KG

Delicate mild flavour. They are a delicacy to eat on their own with a bit of
mayonnaise, as a garnish or in salads.

To add colour to salads, and especially to scrambled eggs (try them with
prawns). Supremely convenient.

To be used in the same way as fresh garlic for any type of food or cooking
process, cold or hot.
CB10020

Fresh Purple Garlic Diced 1KG

CO10100

Fresh purple garlic, with all the aroma and genuine flavour.
Ready to use, neither hassle nor waste, saving you time and money. To be
used in the same way as fresh garlic for any type of food or cooking
process, cold or hot.

Salt Cod & Orange Salad.

Piquillo Peppers.

TASTY &
VERSATILE
Organic Grapefruit at Juan
Enrique´s farm.

PULSES

Pardina Lentils 1KG

PU10020

Small and Greenish/Brown outside that rank at the top for texture
and flavour with the best lentils in the world. Yellow inside. Nutty
taste. Firm texture when cooked. Ideal for salads, soups and stews.

We bring all our pulses as soon as the NEW SEASON
ones are available, and this makes a huge difference to
eating and cooking quality. Spanish pulses are renowned
for their quality. We leave you this quote from Jamie
Oliver: “Spanish pulses are the Rolls Royse of pulses”
Enough said!

Pedrosillano chickpeas 1KG

PU10030

lechoso (milky) chickpea 1KG

PU10220

Arrocina beans 1KG

PU10210

Round Manteca beans 1KG

PU10200

Medium Butter Beans 1KG

PU10190

JudiÓn (Butter Beans) 10KG

PU10250

Excellent for cooking. Small and round, increase 15% in size when
cooked. Smooth and creamy. Perfect for hummus, soups, salads
and stews.

Renowned for its quality. Yellowish-white colour. Roasted, fried or
stewed, this chickpea loves being the star of a dish!

WHITE Beans Tin &Jar 2.5KG/650G

CO10050/CO10025

Butter Beans Tin &Jar 2.5KG/650G

CO10070/CO10020

Chickpeas Tin &Jar 2.5KG/650G

CO10090/CO10030

Lentils Tin &Jar 2.5KG/650G

CO10010/CO10040

Baby broad beans 660G

CO10230

RED beans TIN 2.5KG

CO10055

Small and white bean, very rich in carbohydrates. Fabulous all
rounder, and also great for puree and mashed beans

Small, white and round. Highly appreciated for its softness after
cooking. Very rich in proteins. Ideal for stews or salads.

Small, white and round. Highly appreciated for its softness after
cooking. Very rich in proteins. Ideal for stews or salads.

Large, wide and flat, very soft after cooking. Large size gives superb
creamy texture and they absorb plenty of flavour while cooking

Faba Asturiana 1KG

PU10060

(Large White Faba Beans)

White, large and flat. Perfect for earthy stews, absorbing flavours
and giving smooth buttery texture.

Verdina Beans 5KG

Sweet little jewels of pale green bean that are from Asturias.
They are very thin and soft. Delicate flavour. Ideal for stews,
and incredible with seafood

PU10240

RI CE

Bomba rice
with Ibérico Pork Ribs.

Valencia is, historically, the first region of Spain where
rice started to be cultivated. Since then, generations have
dedicated their lives to produce the essential ingredient of
dishes prepared by people who look for original tastes. It
was in the early 40’s when Don José Montoro León started to produce Valencia rice in his old mill, in the town of
Massamagrell.
Nowadays, our rice not only preserves an ecosystem and a
whole society, but it is also a product of guaranteed quality.

M U CH M O R E T H A N

P AELLA

Valencia rice with Duroc Pork,
Chorizo, Artichokes and Spinach.

Valencia RICE D.O 1KG

PU100020

Valencia Rice D.O. 1KG

PU100030

Round Rice BOMBA D.O. 1KG

PU100040

This rice has been grown in the protected area of Natural Park of
L’Albufera. . Perfect for Mediterranean rice dishes. It needs 2 and
a little bit more of cold stock/water, for a dry paella. More for wet
rice dishes.

Cloth Sack

Cloth Sack

Short-grained with a pearl-white colour and a uniform consistency.
Absorbs three times its volume in water without bursting, which
means it absorbs more flavour. It holds its structure well after cooking. Not sticky and always loose textured.
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FR ES H F R U I T
AND V E GS
We have been importing Padron Peppers from Galicia as far as we
can remember, and four years ago we started to import Calçots,
the famous leek shaped green onion from Catalunya that even has
its own festival. Then we found that several of our customer’s were
struggling to find consistently good avocados and tomatoes. At
that point we looked into organic vegetables production and began
working directly with growers from the tropical growing areas in
Andalucía and other parts of the Mediterranean Coast, where the
long hours of sunshine create an ideal growing environment for
many fruit and vegetables.

SEASONAL ORGANIC FRUIT
AND VEGS DIRECTLY FROM THE
PRODUCERS
WE ALSO DO
CONVENTIONAL TRADITIONAL VEGS
PadrÓn Peppers 330G

PP10000

Usual season from Easter to end of October.
Directly from Galicia, the real deal. Padrons are small bright green
peppers that are famous as a tapas dish on their own, but can be
used as an ingredient across the menu.

Calçots 2KG

FF100013

(bundles of 25 CALÇOTS )
From the heart of Calçots country.
These are the same calcots served in the best calçot restaurant. You
cannot get better than this. Usual season mid November to Easter.
Calçots are a very large sweet and juicy spring onion that loves
being grilled and charred, for use as a garnish or as a dish itself.
Organic Clementine’s Grove, Málaga.

Organic FRUITS & VEGETABLES
We especially like organic vegetables as they have a higher content of solid material and less water, therefore much more texture
than conventional products.

Only at their best
when they are in season
Please contact our Sales Team for our

Monthly Fruit & Veg calendar.
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BREAD &

READYMADE
SOLUTIONS
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CROQUETTES
Our croquettes has the taste of homemade, the way of
always, of the authentic. The legacy of doing things right,
the craftsman proud of their work and the responsibility of
a job well done. You will love them!

BREAD

Just heat the oil at 160 ºC. Deep fry until golden.
Remove the excess of oil with kitchen paper

Central Spain is a large cereal producer. Galician bread
is famous within Spain so its Coca Bread from Barcelona,
key part of the “pan tumaca”.
Traditional bread sticks are as well part of the national
among the most appreciated ones, and are served with
any cured meats, cheeses or “ensaladilla rusa”.

Made following a strict artisanal process with 100% natural ingredients, without any added preservatives. Due to its fabulous

BS10010

crunchy texture, it goes well with any traditional Spanish tapa. (30

BAGS/CASE)

FROPAN1000

Artisanal bread. Crispy crust and light, fluffy crumb. Made using
long-fermentation sourdough to give this bread its

UNITS/CASE)

Galician Bread BAGUETTE 280G/UNIT

FROPAN1010

Artisanal bread. The genuine taste of Galician bread made in
Galicia. (28

UNITS/CASE)

FROPAN1020

Coca del Mossen (Crystal Bread)600G/UNIT

Very distinctive taste: savoury and sweet. It has a crispy crust and a
very fluffy centre, and is the perfect bread for pan con tomate.

(10 UNITS/CASE)
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WILD MUSHROOM 1.5KG/TRAY

FROCOOK1003

CUTTLEFISH IN THEIR INK1.5KG/TRAY

FROCOOK1004

CECINA 1.5KG/TRAY

FROCOOK1012

(IBERIAN HAM) FROM GUIJUELO

(AIR CURED BEEF) FROM LEÓN

Picos (Artisanal Bread Sticks) 140G/BAG

characteristic flavour. (90

FROCOOK1002

(BOLETUS EDULIS)

landscape. “Picos” from Antequera, Málaga inland, are

Galician BreaD ROLL 75G/UNIT

JAMÓN IBÉRICO 1.5KG/TRAY

COD, LEEK AND PIQUILLO PEPPER1.5KG/
TRAY

SPIDER CRAB WITH SAFFRON 1.5KG/TRAY
OX TAIL1.5KG/TRAY

FROCOOK1013
FROCOOK1009
FROCOOK1011

CONFECTIONARY
Chocolate a la taza
Maestro Churrero

1KG

CF10010

We bring right from Madrid this chocolate from a family owned
artisanal “chocolatería”. Perfect with churros.

Frozen Churros 1/2KG

FROREP1000

Fried FROZEN CHURROS 1/2KG

FROREP1050

Deep fry in hot pipping oil.

Chicken & Mushroom Empanada.

EMP ANADA
Delicious handmade Galician pie made with bread dough
and olive oil. We have three traditional filings that are
100% natural. Produced in a bakery in Pontevedra
(Galicia), heart of empanada tradition, with no artificial
colouring or preservatives.
They are perfect for any occasion.
Easy to prepare and eat! These empanadas don’t need
thawing. Baking temperature: 210°C Baking time: 30´- 35´.
Better served at room temperature.

Salt Cod and Raisins

FROCOOK1007

1.6kg Square pie. 500g Round pie.

FROCOOK1022

TUNA.

FROCOOK1008

1.6kg Square pie. 500gr Round pie.

Chicken and Mushrooms
1.6kg Square pie. 500gr Round pie.

FROCOOK1023
FROCOOK1018
FROCOOK1024

Just wheat flour, Virgin Olive Oil and salt. No additives or preservatives. These churros must be cooked from frozen on high heat for a
few minutes only. Toaster – Heat for approx. 5-7 minutes.
Oven – Heat on 220 for 5-7 minutes. Grill – Heat on high for 5-7 minutes. Churros are best served sprinkled with sugar and/or cinnamon
and dipped in hot chocolate.

HANDMADE ALMOND CAKE 650G

Tarta de Santiago. Made with cow’s milk and top-quality flour to give
this pastry its unique texture and creaminess. Ideal with some cream,
custard or ice-cream. Thawing time: 20´. Once defrosted consume
within 17 days.

FROREP

Setenil de
la Frontera, Andalucía.
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KITCHENWARE
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EAR T HWARE

Gres Jug 1l

Gres Breakfast
Bowl

Gres Salad Bowl
17 cm

Gres Salad Bowl
21 cm

Gres Small
Bowl

Gres Cazuela
11 cm
Gres Cazuela
13 cm
Gres Pot with Lid
11cm

Gres Mini Glass

Gres Mini Butter
Pad
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Terracota
Mini Glass

Terracota
Breakfast Bowl

Terracota Salad
Bowl 21cm
Terracota Plain
dish 21cm

Terracota Pot
with lid
14 cm

Terracota Pot
with lid
11 cm
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Our kitchenware range is ideal for presenting dishes in a

The range includes:

very fashionable way. Our selection includes traditional
enamelled steel paella pans from Valencia and beautiful rustic terracotta and double glazed “cazuelas” from Córdoba.

e a r thware RANGE

FLAME SAFE CAZUELAS
TERRACOTA and Glazed colours crockery
SMALL QUIRCKY RECIPIENTS

Our artisanal terracotta range comes from a small family
owned pottery in La Rambla, a small town in the southwestern province of Córdoba, whose pottery tradition
goes back to pre-historic times.

Alfonso at his
potter´s wheel
making jugs.

La Rambla is considered a “Pottery town”, a large part of its
economy is based on the artisanal production and trade of
pottery.
They use local clay, and mix the savoir faire of tradition with
modern techniques to produce unique pieces suitable for restaurants and home kitchens that combine beauty with durability.
They are also dishwasher and microwave safe.
We have developed 2 ranges:
• Traditional terracotta oven and flame safe.
• Double glazed collection, bright red, yellow, blue, green or
black on the outside and terracotta in the inside.
Beautiful and though. Perfect to give the colourful, chic Spanish
touch.

GORGEOUS
MEDITERRANEAN
HUES
88
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…AND DON’T FORGET “SEASONING”
Once you receive your terracotta (traditional or in colour),
immerse them in water for a couple of hours. A good soaking is
always recommended as it will ‘toughen up’ your terracotta.
Water ‘cures’ the terracotta and adds both strength and weight.
which is useful for both cooking and serving terracotta.They will
last longer!!

E N A M E L L E D ST E EL
TA P A S I Z E P A N S

Very cute and original way of presenting tapas or larger

ALL Y O U N EED

T O C OOK A PAE L LA
RICE OR F IDE UA

dishes to share. They are flame safe.

This range comes from Valencia, and is manufactured to the

We offer a selection of small paella pan and frying pan

iron griddle… a loyal companion for anyone with a commitment

(deep and shallow) tapa size. This range lets you cook in
it and present the dish.

Enamelled steel Paella Pan 12cm

ART00159

TAPA SIZE

Enamelled steel Paella Pan 15cm

ART00161

TAPA SIZE

Shallow Enamelled steel 12cm

ART00192

Frying Pan

Deep Enamelled steel 14cm

ART00191

Frying Pan

Shallow Enamelled steel 14cm

ART00193

Frying Pan

Deep Enamelled 16cm
Frying Pan

ART00189

highest standards of quality since 1950. Paella pans, lids, cast
to passionate cooking.
We have chosen a range that includes everything needed to make a
wonderful paella or fideua. We bring a cast iron griddle ideal for cooking meats or fish “a la plancha”, which fits into the paella equipment so
it doubles as an impressive outdoors “plancha”.

Enamelled steel Paella Pan 30cm

ART00160

Enamelled steel Paella Pan 46cm

ART00170

Enamelled steel Paella Pan 55cm

ART00180

Enamelled steel Paella Pan 80cm

ART00190

Gas Burner 50cm / 70cm

ART00140
ART00141

Reinforced Stand for Gas Burner

ART00155

Aluminium Lid 50cm / 80cm

ART00194
ART00195

Cast Iron Griddle 53cm / 65cm

ART00196
ART00197

Windshield 300-500 mm / 700 mm

ART00198
ART00199

(2/4 People)

(10/12 People)
(16 People)

(40 People)

2 rings - 3 rings
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Place an order!
e-mail: operations@mevalco.com

Accounts or billing:
admin@mevalco.com

***********
Warehouse opening times:
Mon-Fr, 7:00 to 16:30

FOLLOW US!
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